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Wednesday, March 26,1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Calling U

Carnpus

Briefs
Math Colloquim

Societe du Cinema

"The Nu·de"

Dr. L. H. Koopmans, associate
math professor, will speak Thursday, March 27, at a UNM graduate student colloquim.
Koopmans' tall<, at 3:30 p.m. in
Room 211 of Mitchell Hall, will be
about "the spectral representation theorem for weakly stationary stochastic processes and some
of its applications in time series
analysis."

"The Mark of Zorro'' and "King
Kong" will be shown Tuesday,
April 1, at 7 p.m. by La Societe
du Cinema in the Union theater.
''King Kong," directed by Merian C. Cooper, is the 1933 classic
which took a huge imaginary ape·
from the jungle to the city. The
ensuing chase by planes and police thrilled movie fans of that
era.
Fred Niblo directed "The Mark
of Zorro," a 1920 story about a
Spanish nobleman .and tyranny.

"The Nude," an exhibition by
Taos painter Wesley Rusnell, will
open at UNM's Jonson Gallery
Sunday at 3 p.m.
Rusnell was one of the Group 7
artists whose first exhibition was
arranged at the Jonson gallery
in 1966. He was one of the artists
to represent New Mexico in the
first Art Commission Federation
of Rocky Mountain States in
1967.
He was, also recipient of the
Taos Art A-ssociation's Helen
Wurlitzer painting prize,
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Bolotowsky Film

'

Ilya Bolotowsky, visiting professor of art at UNM, will present three of his films Thursday,
March 27, at 8 p.m. at Jonson
Gallery.
The films, titled "Sand Creek,"
"Waking Dream," and "Subways," are part of Bolotowsky's
collection of experimental films
dealing with visual effects.
The films will be shown one
night only, with seating limited
to 60 persons.
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Easter Egg Hunt
An Easter egg hunt, sponsored
by Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
and Delta Gamma sorority, will
be held Saturday, March 29th at
11 a.m. at Roosevelt Park.
All children under age 13 are
invited to attend free of charge.
To supplement the 5000 hard
boiled eggs, businesses from
throughout the city are donating
chocolate Easter bunnies, chocolate eggs and Easter baskets.

Poetry Reading
Three UNM poets, James Bradford, Douglas Flaherty, and David Till, will read from their works
Friday at 8:15 p.m. in the Kiva.
Bradford and Flaherty are coeditors of the poetry magazine,
"Road Apple Review."
Bradford is translator of "Espansa, Aparta De Me Este Caliz,"
from Grasshopper Press. Flaherty has published one book of
poems, "The Elderly Battlefield
Nurse," from Road Runner Press.

Wednesday, March 26
Meeting of UNM Mountaineering Club;
Mount Rainier films; Union, 7 :30 p.m.
American Meteorological Society dinner
.o.nd lecture; Dr. Monnld C. Cutter; ·~Impres
sions of Ea,rly-Day Settlers in the Southwest Toward Their Environment;" Western
Skies, 7:30 p.m.
ThurSday, March 27
Experimental films by Professor Dya Do·
lotowsky; "Sand Creek." uwnking Dream,"
"Subways;'" Johnson Gnllcry; 8 p.rp.
Gradute colloquium; -'The Spectral ~cpre..
sentation Theorem For We~kly Stat10nnry
Stochastic Processes and Some of its Applications in Time Series Analysis." Dr. L. H.
Koopmans; Mitchell Hall 211, 3:30 p.m.
Speaker; Tom Robles in a sociology class;
Education Room 204j noon.
Friany, March 2B
Poetry reading; James Bt~dford,

Announcements by
the · UNM, community will be acccpU!d
at The Lobo office.
A 24-hour deadline
is in elleot.

Flaherty, and David Till; Kiya; 8:15. p.m.
Business meeting, Phi Sigma b10logy
honorary; Biology RQOm 139; 7 p.m.;
Topics: election of members, field tr1p to
D. H. Lawrence raneh, and dues~
"Volpone:11 drama. department; ~cy
theatre; 8 :30 p.m,; $1.60 regular ndmlBSton,
$1 for students.
Saturday, March 29
Droadwny theater series, ,.Black Comedy''
and "White Liars'' Popejoy Hall; 8:15
p.m.; $3.60-$6.00.
Phi Sigma Kappa ski fling; Sandia Peak
Ski Area; 11 a.m.
"Operation Easter Egg;" Lambda Chi
Alpha and Delta Gamma; Roos~vel_t Park;
11

a.m.:
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Heady Suspends

Williams, Pollack
From Teaching

all children under 13 JllVtted.

drama department; Rodey
$1.60 regular admission,

Popejoy

Hall

UNM P1·esident Ferrel Heady last night suspended English
teaching assistants Ken Pollack and Lionel Williams in a
continuing controversy about the use of allegedly obscene
material in freshman English classes.

and the Cultural Program Committee
A \lOODFAU RL\!

Tim

Present

Heady last night issued the following statement:
"Information has been received
by me yesterday and today concerning events at class sessions
conducted by Lionel Williams on
last Thursday evening and again
last night, involving in each instance another Teaching Assistant
in the Department of English,
Kenneth Pollack.''
"On the basis of this information, which is also being furnished
to the Special Advisory Committee, as well as information on
earlier events already furnished
to the Committee, I am suspending both :Jifr. Williams and Mr.
Pollack from their duties as
Teaching Assistants."
"The~e suspensions are effective
immediately and \viii remain in
effect pending the outcome of the
proceedings on charges against
them being considered by the Special Advisory Committee established to deal with cases involving complaints against teaching
assistants."
Williams came under fJ.re Sat,.
urday after copies of "Love-Lust
Poem," by Lenore Kandel, were
distributed to the Ne\v :Mexico
House of Representatives. They
sent a memorial to the UNM Regents demanding Williams' dismissal for circulating allegedly
obscene literature to his freshman English classes.
Pollack said, "I don't know why
I am suspended, or why Lionel
(Williams) is suspended."
Pollack said he discussed homosexuality during Williams' evening class Tuesday, "but I don't
think I did it in a way that's in
any other way than academic."
The Lobo last night asked
Heady if he felt the continued
presence of Williams and Pollack
in the classroom would be harmful to students, he said, "I think
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OF THE

LIGHT
. . .
BIUGADE
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They lie, they cheat, theJ destroy

.

ATONY RICHARDSON FILM

... they even try to love.

The PRODUCING MANAGERS COMPANY
,..... ~"!.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7e per word, 20 word mint.
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad 13 to
tun flve or more eonaec.utive daJs -.Qth
no changes the rate Is reduced to 5c
per word ad the minimum numb.r of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be :matle in
!nll prior to lruoertton of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalimt Building. Room
159, a1teruoons prefenb]y or 1naiL
Classified Advertllllng
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.lll. 87106

PERSONALS

1)

l
•I

WE HAVE RECEIVED funds to support
Z Senior year trainees in Speeoh Pathology & Audiology. These will PB7 $800
per year plus all tuition and fees. Any
interested }Jel'5Dns 8l'e encouraged to ap.);>!y at the Speech & Hearing Center
located in the Basement· of the Speech
Bldg. 1801 Roma.

3)

SERVICES

TYPING: Theses, term papers, ete. 2688908. 500 A Kentnoky SE.

TYPING-ReuonabJe-<:all Mar.r Ann344·8767.

.f

4)

FOR RENT

Metso·Goldllyn·Mayrr presclllS
l'tterGltlMlkS l'roduaioutarrln'

Richard Burton
Elizabeth'Th.ylor
Alec Guinness
PeterUstinov
"The
COmedians''
rGraham Greene

PANAVISION 8 COLOR by DeLuxe
~

Un1ted Artists

(!J])):-

S.U.B. THEATRE

rnJi)-

\

•

THE FUN BEGINS WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUT

.s.uamt~

r.r.-.

..

THEATRE

IK lOYd.,

Gish

I~

NOW PLAYING
"Stvnningl" N.Y. Tnnes

"Magnificent" Life

"Bole!, ferocious!" Saturday Revlew

SATURDAY, MARCH 29-8:15 P.M.
Tickets Available-$5.00, $4.50, $4.00, $3.50
UNM Students w/Act. Cards-:yf PRICE
Telephone 277-3121

UNM STUDENTS- WE'D LIKE TO
PAMPER YOU I Modern aeconunoda-

/

/
j

)

I

tions within walking
cnmplll!. 243-2881.

5)

di!itance from

FOR SALE

··/

4 BEDROOM HOUSE; 9/10 mile !rom
UNM. Call 277-2841: 8-5 or 247-8363:
5:30·7 :30.
CLASSICAL GUITAR, Goya G-10, price
about $85. Call 24:>.-8385.
DECORATE YOUR ROOM with beautiful
long hair goatskins or sheepskins. White,
red_, brown, bluej green, beige, tmrple.,
orange, and gold. $15 each. Freed 107

v{

1967 HONDA 16o, Exeellent condition.
Low mileage. $300. 268..S418.
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I

I

)
I
/

{
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u1. 1\l.§w generation

in J.lbuquerque

842·8021.
.
7000 BOOKS. 25 eenis up. Maps. TuesdaySunday 10-4. 3110 A Edith NE..

EMPLOYMENT

BABY SITTER needed from 2 p.m.-10
p.m., five days a week. Call 247-3133
a1ter 4 p.m.
BABY SlTTE& NEEDED your home, Uni·
verslty area. 8·9 a.m.; ~5 p.m. Call
Barbar<l, dayg 277-5320; eVes. 2i2-9862.

MISCELlANEOUS

SEE THE SAN FRANCISCO MllllE
TROUPE. Obie.awnrd wimlcra.for "unitIng theatre and reVolution and grooving
in the park," here April first.

Where the Action Really lsi

BRYAN FORBES'
Product/on of

"THE

WHISPERERS"
A~Pmr:1PtrJtludiott

l.intrJbutr.rl by ioP£RT I'ICTVRE.S CORI'OR~T~N

(@

Frlday7 & 10
S.U.B, Theatre .50~

J.D. Required

Special Election To Be Held

Court Rules
In Favor of Krbec

Student:

Housing Director Okays Four Per Cent Hike

of 1\{jght Cife

SIA.M:ESE KITTENS for sale or trade.

· 7)

For Staggered Senate Terms

Dormitory Rates to Increase

1st. NW.

6)

partment teaching assistants was
called last" night at Williams'
l10me. About 25 attended.
Gene Wright, an English teaching assistant said the meeting
was ca1led because the assistants
had heard a rumor "that the administration was looking for a
white man to hang," because Williams is black.
Dr. Joseph Frank, chairman of
The cement forms of the beams connecting the two wings of the
the English department, said, "I
Business Forms
business administration building stand out against the clear &lt7
think the administration has made
that is beginning to frequent New Mexico with spring's approach.
a tragic mistake, and I'm afraid
at this moment, when the University is threatened by force of
reaction in the state, the administration has divided the faculty
rather than uniting it."
Leo Kanowitz, a member of the
law faculty, is acting as Williams' academic counsel. He said
the University "should respond
Student Senate passed legisla- the question of disassociation with propriate legal services to investiwith dignity to the hysteria tl1at tion last night that will place BYU on referendum at the nc>..-t gate the possibility of filing suit
has overtaken various sectors of the question of senatorial terms election will be referred to the di- against the New Mexico State
the community."
on the ballot of a special election rector of the elections committee. Legislature. The purpose will be
Kanowitz also said the "over- Friday, March 28.
Tony Olmi, author of the act al- to recover the $50,000 taken from
whelming majority" of people at
If students pass the proposed lowed the proposed legislation to the current appropriation to
the University believe in academic ~onstitutional a~endment return- le~ve Senate without any action UN!\1 for the purpose of investifreedom.
~ JJl.ll:-o.Sm:mtc ~:l~.et~QJi~LtQ.fi.tJJ.trll:e~'!l!l __~ei1J.l.Ltalmtt_._._.c; ___ ·_c_ _ _ _.. '·· _,_~_ _ gntj.pq nll lY!'t?:.. M£~,., -s.~.U.. '!Pi:: __ _
"We are confident that if we terms, the present method of elecAlso on the agenda but not ais- versJtws. \:VnttcTIIiy Senator San·
remain patient and calm, the sit- ting all 20 senators in the spring cussed by Senate last night was dra Heide, the suit will be instiuation will resolve itself, and the election will revert to the former an act directing the UNM attor- tuted, if filed, in the name of the
whole community will be better method. Until last year when a ney general to contact the ap- Associated Students at UNM. ,. -*"
off," he said.
new constitution was ratified, the
ten candidates receiving the largOO:IJ!ilD!!I!i:!!JSElllllri:JJI::IilllllillfulJI!iWliii]UI!ITll!liiJiilll!!iOf.lliUIIIII est number of votes were elected
in the spring elections for a full
Special Meeting
year term. Another ten senators
The following announcement
were elected in the fall for yearly
was issued early this morning:
terms.
"The undersigned members of
In other business Senate voted
the University faculty request
14-1 to act as coplaintiff .in a case
attendance of all faculty memsuing Kirby Krebec, director of
bers, teaching assistants, and
the Union, in order to determine
By WAYNE CIDDIO
graduate assistants of UNM,
procedure regarding use of Union
Student Court early this morning ruled that Union Director
at an ad hoc faculty meeting
facilities by chartered organizaKirby
Krbec did not violate Associated Students law by refusing
Thursday, March 27 at 7:30
tions.
p.m. in tile Kiva."
to
allow
Student Senate to reserve Union rooms for SDS use March
Acticrn was initiated by Senators
27-30.
If was signed Leo Kanowitz,
Mary Anderson and Terry CalStudent Senator Terry Calvani, who along with Senator Mary
Ed Hoyt, Julius Blum, Joe
vani after denial of Union faciliAnderson
filed suit against Krbec, said he was considering appealFrank, John Howarth, and
ties to SDS, a chartered UNM
so.."'
ing
the
decision
to UNM President Ferrel Heady.
James Thorson.
organization.
A meeting of the English de- l!:miJJ!.uu,.::o:,oL-r.:JJITiu~:wriiillur.:miJmmmJ:[Im:imnmmmm:mrm
After
a
40
minute
deliberation, ,Student Court Chief Justice Ron
Legislation that would place
Segel, said, "Although the decision to deny Senate the use of Union
rooms may have been regrettable from the theoretical point of'-'<.
view, we of the Student Court find no violation of the law."
Krbec, Perkal Agree
Earlier in the hearing, Krbec and Union Board Chairman Ross
Perkal told the court that they agreed with the contention that
ASUNM Law 51 had been violated.
Bill Pickens, legal counsel for Calvani and Miss Anderson, said
the
ASUNM Constitution had been ''clearly violated" he added, "It
By GAY COOK
new complex, will accommodate residents of gradis
your
duty as Student Court justices to uphold the law as stipuDirector of Housing E. J. Smith yesterday reuate and upperclass standing. De Vargas is comlated in this constitution."
leased Housing Committee data approving a four
prised of 124 double rooms and 28 single rooms
In a written complaint submitted to the court by Pickens, Law
per cent increase in room and board effective next
for men, and Laguna has 112 double rooms and
51
was described as an act dealing with the establishment, charter36 single rooms for women.
year, and outlining new facilities for next year.
ing, and privileges of student organizations.
Occupants of every two double rooms in De
The four per cent room and board increase, due
Pickens contended that Student Senate, and previously SDS, had
primarily to rising food costs, according to a ' Vargas and Laguna will share an adjoining study
followed Union Board procedures for procuring rooms in the Union
room, they will be ca1•peted, and no more than
residence halls memorandum will amount to apas provided under Law 51.
five students will share a bathroom.
proximately a $34.32 increase per year, raising
Scheduling Privileges
the present yearly rate from $858 to $892.32.
Residents wishing to live in the new dorm comHe
cited
an
excerpt
from the law which says, "Be it resolved
However, room and board in the new halls wiii
plex next year should request either De Vargas
that
scheduling
privileges
of recognized campus organizations shall
not cost more than in the other halls, said the
or Laguna as their first preference, Class standbe revoked only for disciplinary reasons after a hearing before the
memorandum.
ing, academic grade point average, and length
of residence in other halls will determine assign- r appropriate body, or in the face of imminent clear and preselJol;...
New Dorm Complex
danger to the campus community."
ments to the new dorm.
With the completion of the new dormitory comKrbec agreed that both Student Senate and SDS had followed
plex, Mesa Vista Hall will not be used as a dormiNew Dorm Commons
established
procedures for reserving Union facilities but said that
tory next year. Instead, Santa Clara, presently
The common of the new dorm, La Posada, inhe
refused
the Senate request "in light of President Heady's dea women's dorm, will be a men's residence hall.
cludes a dining hall, an adminiatrative lounge, and
cision to refuse SDS the use of Union facilities to house a segment
meeting areas.
Present Mesa Vista residents will be given first
of its national council.''
priority for rooms in Santa Clara. At the request
"The ASUNM Constitution," Krbec said, "ha-s been violated by
Residents next year will eat in Hokona dining
of the Mesa Vista Board of Governors and the
a procedure that has taken precedent over Associated Students law.''
hall and La Posada. One line will operate at HoResidence Hall Council (RHC), Mendoza, Mosskona five days a week. Hokona Zia, Onate, and
"Not That Way At All"
man and Escalante Houses will be moved in
Alvarado will eat at Hokona on weekdays and at
Perkal
said
that
Union
Board "theoretically creates all policy for
ilam~ from Mesa Vista to Santa Clara.
La Posada on Saturdays and Sundays. Hokona
the
operation
of
the
Union,
But," he said, "in fact it is not that
Smitlt said that :r.resa Vista residents wishing
Zuni, Santa Ana, Laguna, De Vargas, Santa
way
at
all."
.
to retain their house identity should take this
Clara, and Coronado will eat all of their meals at
"The
Union
is
under
some
jurisdiction
of the president of the
into consideration when applying for room asLa Posada, which will operate two lines at full
University,"
Perkal
<Said.
signments next year.
capacity.
The suit arose after Krbec refused to honor a Jaw passed by
Because of the new dining arrangement, women
De Vargas-Lagu11a
Senate last Friday that gave the Senate the power to reserve rooms
residents wishing assignments in Hokona Hall
De Vargas the men's wing of the new dorm
for SDS use if the UNM administration failed to reverse its de.must specify either Zia Wing or Zuni Wing.
complex, ana' Laguna, the women's wing of the
cision in favor of SDS.

4850 MENAUL NE

(2 blockswestofSanMateo)
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ROBERT BURTON
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WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor
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The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Univer.
sity year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, · 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on tho editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion Is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Unl·
ersity of New Mexico.
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Editorial

News Media Uninformed
It seems as if the platitudes of the 1950's

have again returned, this time in the form
of that shining white knight spewing Ajax
from his spear, and Jim Hinton will defend
us from the perversities of pornography
l~st we all be spoiled by the dirt and filth of
obscene poems.
. Hinton, for all you who yet remain unaware, is the news director at KDEF radio
who, on his Insight 69 news commentary,
has been delivering scathing attacks on the
classroom practices of Lionel Williams and
Ken Pollack, both English 102 instructors.

--·-'

Who was it, some great philosopher or
politician or something or other, that said:
"I don't agree with what you say but I'll
defend your right to say it"? We agree that
Hinton should be allowed to express his
views, but it seems that he ought to become
more informed and less caustic before beginning broadcasting.
Since most everything is better in reverse, we'll begin with the caustic part of
the last sentence. Since other instructors
have used the controversial poem prior to
and after the furor arose about Williams,
_ the question of racism has come to our
:winds. Williams is, after all, the only black
instructor on this campus. Further, two
•· comments made by Hinton seem to rein~ force this idea. The beginning of his com~ mentary of Tuesday was: "I have had
j Lionel Williams and all of his stripe in
f Spades." Later he referred to Dick Gregory
~ as, "that super-black man." He then accuses Williams of devoting, ·"much of his
~ class time to the discussion of revolution."
f We have attended the class several times
# and the only revolutionary note we found
f was the fact that Williams does have his
~ students read the works of some black
authors which, come to think of it, is pretty
~ revolutionary.

I

I

-·Now to our opinion that Hinton ought to
~ be better informed before he begins broad~ casting. He accuses Williams of distributing literature of which, uNone of these appear to be a. ccessi.ble in normal forms, that
is, in books, etc. They were all mimeograph~ ed and distributed by Williams himself."
~ Had our shining white knight chosen to inf vestigate the matter, he would have found
f that the poems appeared in Leonore Kan' del's book, '~The Love Book," which is pubIished by Grove Press. Williams dittoed the
poems bee···· he only vnmted to ..... few
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of Mrs. Kandel's works for his class and did
not want to make his students buy her entire book.
During his Tuesday broadcast, Hinton
referred to a guest lecture by Ken Pollack
concerning homosexuality. He said: "The
guest lecturer then said, 'Now some of you
may not know what two homosexuals do
when they get together.' But he soon alleviated their ignorance.'' Had Hinton bothered to investigate the matter, he would
have found that Pollack was reviewing a
work on homosexuality that described how
lonely and discouraging the homosexual's
life was. He was not encouraging homosexuality as Hinton would seem to imply.
In Wednesday's broadcast, even after
having attended Tuesday night's class himself, our bearer of cleaning powder seems
discouragingly uninformed. Hinton pointed
out that Pollack was, 11miffed by the fact
that the Republicans had imported an extra
thousand whores to Miami to accomodate
the delegates during last year's convention."
This, again, is out of context. Pollack was
saying that he wasn't yet sure how obscenity could be defined but was trying to determine what was obscene to him.
He thought that the fact the Republicans
looked down upon Nelson Rockefeller four
years ago because of "that woman" (Happy
Rockefeller) and yet would engage in activities of this sort was obscene. A discussion of what is obscene and what is not
seems very relevant to us in a literature
class, especially in view of the events of the
past five days.
Hinton then quoted Williams as saying:
"Our children could join aNazi youth group
and the parents wouldn't mind at all.'' This
simply isn't what Williams said. He ventured that, "Our children can join the Boy
Scouts, which many consider akin to a Nazi
youth group and the parents don't mind at
all. But when they talk about love, everyone gets upset."

'
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Pray For Richard Nixon's Baby

by Conrad
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Lobo Review

Comedian SuppC?rts
Established Stand
By B. G. BURR, JR.
It was one of those nights when
everything seemed to go wrong.
Saturday, March 22, was supposed to be one of the best nights of
entertainment ever for Albuquerque, but it didn't turn out that
way.
The Bob Hope Show was really
three shows. The first program
consisted of some local strutters
and singers, and it was a disaster.
However, the fault could not be
attributed to the performers. The
only amateurs present were the
technical crews. One of the finest
performances of the evening, a
guitar solo by Francisco Velasquez, was virtually ruined when
the sound system failed completely. Not only was the lighting bad, but at times it was nonexistent.
The show opened with the Suzanne Concert Dancers. They
were like good dancers everywhere. They never stopped smiling. Next came Francisco Velasquez and the Latinos. Their act
was very much like Sergio Mendes and Brazil 66, except that the
Latino's bass player was prettier.
Rounding out the first part of the
program was Karen Lafferty, an
Eastern New Mexico University

coed. Her booming voice and ftne
guitar playing filled the Arena,
despite the fact that she sang into the wrong microphone for half
of her performance.
The Pozo-Seco Singers made
up the second program. They too
were plagued by technical problems, but the quality of their performance overshadowed this.
Their sound is a hip blend of
country, folk, and funk. "Time,
Oh Time," one of their big recording hits, was unfortunately
turned into an audience non-participation number, but their arrangement of "S t raw b e r r y
Fields" was quite refreshing.
Oh, yes, Bob Hope was there too.
His machine gun delivery, blending jokes, songs, and one liners,
delighted the audience. They had
seen it many times on television
and the style had not changed.
Hope did forty-five minutes of
comedy and then ended with a
plea for our government's present military stand in Viet N am,
I won't go into what he said in
this review. If you're reaUy interested, catch the next John
Wayne flick. There will certainly
be one. The army will probably be
in Viet Nam for some time.

Events rang:ing from a road
rally to a J>emi-formal at the Hilton Hotel are scheduled for Residence Hall Council (RHO) Week
April 13-20.
Dave Turnbull, chairman of
RHO Week, said festivities will
get underway Sunday, April 13
with a road rally and a swing
party for dormitory residents,
followed by a beer bust and a
dinner out on the flats.
"People with cars and the money

for tho $2 entry ;fee are eligible
to participate in the road rally
a11d compete for the $25 cash
prize," said Turnbull, He said
the road rally will start at Johnson Gym, and participants will go
through Albuquerque, stopping at
checkpoints along the route. The
person with the best time will
win the $25 prize,

Monday, April 14, members of
the women's residence halls are
sponsoring a semi-formal at the

Hilton Hotel in conjunction with
RHC Week. Turnbull said that
because of the teaching evalua"
tion day, RHO has not scheduled
any activities for Tuesday, April

ed for April 18. He added that it
is a "blow your steam" party that
is open to everyone.
RHO Casino Night
On Saturday, April 19, RHO
will sponsor Casino Night in the
Union in conjunction· with Greek
Week. Turnbull said that once
students enter the Union they can
go to the Greek sponsored dance in
the ballroom, or to the Casino in

15.

RHC will sponsor the Wednesday night dance at the Union April 16, and on April 17 will give
a barbecue behind Mesa Vista
dorm for dorm residents.
Turnbull said a TGIF (thank
god it's Friday) party is schedul-

I

' I
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By ANNE O'BRIEN
The need for unity of persons
of all colors in the civil rights
movement was stressed by Aaron
Henry, preJ>ident of the Mississippi National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP), in a speech Tuesday
evening at Popejoy Hall.
"A togetherness philosophy must
be our 'thing'," said Henry who
was substituting :for Charles
Evers, ill with influenza.
He said that minorities in the
United States want an equal opportunity in economics and education and an imd to "injustice
in the courts." "Minorities are
going to have to get a populist
movement going in order to get
these rights," he said.
Form Coalition
"Therefore, we must form a coalition that has as its base humanity and equality toward all
men," said Henry.
"I am as opposed to black su~

premacy as I am to white supremacy," he added.
He said i;hat part of the reason
it is difficult to form this coalition is because whites do not know
enough about blacks. "For years
we sat behind ya'll in the bus so
we watched you and we know a
whole lot more about you than
you do about us," Henry said.
Rubber Checks
Henry recounted some black
history, starting with the first
slaves who were brought to the
U.S. in 1619. "Since 1776 white
America has written at least two
rubber checks to the Negro, the
Indian, Spanish-American, and
poor white," he said.
He said the first one was the
Declaration of ·Independence in
1776 which states in part that all
:men are created equal. "Every
time the minority went to the
bank to cash this check it
bounced," said Henry.
The second rubber, check, said
Henry, came in 1867 "when every

Ta eacourse ..

Negro was promised a mule and
40 acres. We haven't seen either
one of them yet," he s11id.
Black Contributors
Sprinkled throughout his speech
were referenceJ> to black people
whom Henry said had made contributions to society, High on his
list were Martin Luther King,
Jr., slain last May, and Medgar
Evers who was shot to death in
June. 1963 after taking Henry to
the airport. Others mentioned
were Marcus Garvey, Adam Clayton Powell, Roy Wilkins, Stokely
Carmichael, and H. Rap Brown.
"The only reason we have some
rapport with the white community is because the white community is so a:fraid of people like
Carmichael and Brown," said
Henry.
Henry added, "Peace is the
presence of love and justice and
I am telling you there will be no
peace until there is love and
justice."

Learn something new about
the~ of after sha11e on the
female of the species with
Aqua Velva REDWOOD. The
fragrance is really different.
Really long lasting! We say it's
a little on the wild side. Let
tJ.!ll teach you what we mean!

D

J

IJUA
A

2. Each team must consist of two people.

3. Entries will be limited to twenty (20) teams.
4. Each team must be sponsored by a legitimate campus organization.

1830 Lomas N.E.

5. There will be an entry fee of $5.00 per team.
6. The above mentioned fee will be donated by Tijuana Taco to a local
scholarship fund.

7. All Entries must register with Tijuana Taco.

8. Entry fee must be paid at time of registration.

..

9. There will be one judge per team and one official timer.

11. The time limit will be fifteen ( 15) minutes.
Tacos
Tostadas
Frijoles
Burros
Chiliburgers
Every Tuesday

1!2: Each taco must be completely consumed.
13. The winner will be determined by counting the number of used taco
wrappers.
14. The contest Will be held:
Location: 1830 Lotnas NE
Date: April 19
Time: 2:00

.OPEN

Date: April18
Time: 12:00

Tacos
Tostadas
Frijole$
Burros
Chilipurgers

'10 A.M.
DAILY

15. Registration will end:
'

16. First prize: $20.00 gift certificates for each team member.
Second prize: $10.00 gift certificates for each team member.

Big Show
~

LOTION.

1. Entries must consist of teams.

Again we reserve to Hinton the right to
express any view he pleases, as do we. But·
again we ask that he be more careful to
avoid caustic remarks that could be interpreted as racist and that he check his facts,
quotations, and other data before airing
them, How can the news media keep the
public informed if they don't bother to inform themselves?
·

. .. .

AFTER
SHAVE

TACO EATING CONTEST !
Drive-Thru
Restaurant

'

..

Veteran showman Bob llope
entertained at UNM's Univer•
sity Arena Saturday, March 22.
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the Union lobby sponsored by
RHO.
Turnbull said that Sunday
April 20 is open.
He said he hopes "we can get
the residents out" for RHO Week.
Anyone having questions about
planned activities or anyone with
suggestions for RHC Week should
contact his RHO delegate, said
Turnbull.

10. Judges will be chosen by Tijuana Taco.

STAFF

~·

Mississippi NAACP Leader in Sex
Stresses Need For Unity Education

l

Grant Harvey
Laidlaw
John Moser
Herman Weil
George Campbell
Anne O'Brien, Sue Harvey, Dc:~vid Hutson
Mc:~ry Allison Fc:~rley
Carolyn Bc:~bb, Gay Cook, Steve Hallam, Bill Guthrie,
John Russo, Scott Sandlin, Sandra Schauer, Bill Schneider,·
Susan Smith, Art Thomas
Stephen M. Part
Tony Louderbough, Bob Lager
Sc:~rah

Will Feature Road Rally, Semi-Formal

RHC Schedules Week of Festivities

I
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for Spring Elections

Mathematican, Minister. Golfer

Students Circulate Petitions
At least three UNM students
are eireulating nominating petitions on campus in attempts to get
their names on the spring ballot as
candidates fGr ASUNM president.
Election day is April 18.
The three are Steve van Dresser, veteran senator president pro
tempore of the Senate, Ron Curry,
ASUNM vice president, and Manuel Wright, NSA coordinator.
There is no aure way of knowing
how many students have petitions,
or for what positions they are being circulated, aaid Mrs. Sue
Jl>lc"kett, student government secretary. She said petitions have been
available since Monday.
A student needs the signatures

Cardinal

i~ewman

Ball

Apri 1 19, 1969

$8 per couple

".,.,\

~.,,\ "",..:,'<'""

of'100 ASUNM members to get
his name on the ballot for positions as president, vice president,
and NSA coordhtator. All three
positions are up :for grabs in the
spring election.
The ASUNM constitution requires that' officers and senators
maintain a 2.0 grade point average.
Election rules will be formulated and announced at an Apl'il 1

KOPY- KORNER
.

,,.,~, ....

<fo" ~:.,~,

0.<>1~ .._ /.:
•e'>l ,..
for UNM Stuclenl$ only
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cl)
.,,...._._ <>s1
~o.O"
For Theses: 100% Cotton Fibre-Cockle (a• Require
'"Vi) "'
XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum
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;>J..,bby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

247-4406

BIG MAC IS HERE!

~~

Brawl

CMcDonald's Corp. 1968

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO -MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
5324 4TH Sf, N.W.

II

McDonald's,.

lectUl'e on "Student Power in the
U.S. and France.''
Steinfels graduated from Loy.
ola University in Chicago where
he edited the university paper
which gnined publicity for its
engagem.:nt in technological, civil
1•ights and free-speech controver·
sies.
He was in Frnnce at the time
o.f the student revolt doing research on French left-wing intelleetunls and :foreign policy in
the decade before WWII.
Be has been Commonweal editor since 1964. Be frequently
writes on student movements,
higher education, pacifism and
left-wing social thought.
Stein:fels received a master's
degree in European history from
Columbia University in 1964 and
presently is a Ph.D. candidate at
Columbia.

is Y2Y! kind or~~

COSENZA, Italy (UPl)
At least seven persons were injured Monday night in a five hour
brawl in the streets of Cosenza,
police said. The incident was
touched off when a. 17-year-old
youth l'efuscd to accept a left-wing leaflet.

Mix four parts mathematician,
two parts minister, three parts
professional golfer, one pal't social drinker and you might get
Bill Pansegrau, a "typical" graduate student in philosophy at
UNM.
In an informal interview at
Okie's, Pansegrau told his story.
"The truth is inevitably unbelievable, but I'll stick to the facts
anyway," he said. Pansegrau is
24 and comes from Monterey,
California.

Peter Steinfels

Science, Research Grants
Suffer From Money Cut:
Rodino (D~N.J.) and Alphonzo
Bell (R-Calif.) have all introduc~
ed similar legislation.
ll Co-Sponsors
Senator Banis has 11 co-sponsors to back up his bill, entitled
the National Institutional Grants
Program. It authorues $400 mil~
lion for science research, to be
administered by the National
Science Folllldation. The Senate
Subcommittee on Education {part
of the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare) hasn't even set
hearing dates for it yet.
Speaking about the research
fund cuts, Harris said, " ••• they
represent a long term loss for a
short term economic gain. I
strongly maintain th.is is a false
economy move!' Han:is, whose
bill was introduced only last
week, is chairman of a Senate
snbconunittee which has held
hearings on equitable geographic
distribution for federal research
fttnds.
Under his bill, the co!llltry is
divided into nine geographic re-o
gions. The area rcceiring the lowest amount of fllllds would be the
East South central region, en~
compassing Alabama, Kentucky,
Mississippi and Tennessee; the
area getting the most js the Middle Atlantic. comprised of New
York, Nevt Jersey and Pennsylvania.

WASHINGTON (CPS) -One
of the areas hardest hit by the
Viet Nam war's money drain is
science research and development
grants for colleges. Funds have
not been increased in the past
few years. Many schools are bav~
ing trouble making ends meet in
the midle of long-term projects.
At a time when there are at
least a couple of speeches a day
in Congress denoUl1cing students
who "don't go through proper
channels," most legislation af~
fecting higher education will
lower the boom on students.
Few Bills Aid Scllools
A few bills have been intro~
dueed which would aid schools,
however, at least in science research. Representative George
Miller (D-Cal.} and Senator Fred
Barris (D-Okla.) have introduced
legislation which would provide
funds on a pre-arranged formula
basis for institutions in every re~
gion of the country. Confining the
funds to 'lresearch and development" in the sciences, the money
would go to the schools in the
form of an institutional grant, as
opposed to a project grant.
The Bouse bill went through.
hearings last month, and is expected to be brought up by the
:full Science and Astronautics
Committee next month. Congressmen Joe Karth (D-:Millli.), Peter

'.c.--'

Why use your study or free time
cooking and cleaning up?
Our specialty-is preparing fine
food tmd lots of it. We wash the dishes.

-· -~o_a_A_sH_sr_.
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chalk, wo:rld mapa, charts, graplts,

A campus wide collection of
school supplies and health items
:for Vietnamese children is being
made this week by Circle K, the
campus men's service club.
A trophy will be awarded to the
organization which contributes
the most bJ.lrtdles. The bundles
should be mailing size, easy to
handle and labeled with the name
of the contributing 1>rganization,
said Circle K.
Health items needed include:
hand saap 1 tooth paste, tooth
brushes, combs, fingernail clippets, and band aids. Edueational
items needed are: spiral notebooks, pencils, ball_ point pens,
erasers, lined tablets, colored

globes, ruler:ll, pencil sharpeners,
flash cards, old typewriters, and
educational toys.
Clothing items needed are: tennis shoes and light clothing,
(small sizes) rain jackets or
coats, and baby clothing, Dolts,
eoloring books, cans and tnlcks,
and stuffed animal toys are also
needed.

A

c~>1lection

station set up by

the itlforma!ion desk of the Union
wm be ready to receiVe packages
any day thls week from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. Telephone nttmbe:ts of contributing ~>rgamzations should be
left in the Circle K box upstairs
in the Union.
..
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Listen to

The Four Loves

by C. S. Lewis·
2:40 4:20 6:40

.. .. c__

.A faculty woodwind recital will
be held Sunday night at 8:15
in the Recital Hnll to raise funds
for a scholarship fund. Shown are
William Rhoads, James Thornton,
and Frank .Bowen.

on the Northern California Golf
Team champion!l for his last two
years. After graduation he joined
the Marine Corps and went to
Platoon Leaders Class in Quantico, Virginia. He has little to say
about this short stint, which was
followed by college.
He went to UN:M for one year,
dropped out, and turned professional golfer, joining the Professional
Golfers
Association,
(PGA). He was assistant professional at the Army-Navy Club
in Arlington, Virginia for eight
months in 1964, winning $250 in
a tie for second place in the
Maryland State Open. Be returned to UNM in 1965 to complete his bacll(Jlor's degree in
mathematics, with a minor in
English.
Chief Justice
He once served as chief justice
in Coronado dormitory appearing
before the court himself once, on
varied and multiple charges. Be
said that the only other incident
he had with the law took place
when he was in California in :Oe.
cember of 1967. lt seemed he wns
involved in a bar-room b1·awl
there, during wlli.ch he broke a
beer bottle over someone's head.
After graduating from UNM
he returned to California wl1ere
he was ordained as a minister in
the Universal Life Church of
Fresno. This was followed by
work as a technical programmer
:for Lockheed :Missiles and Space
Company in Sunnyvale, California .
He worked steadily then, for
15 months, but kept u phis golfing, winning the Palo Alto City
Golf Championship the summer
of 1967. 'l'his was more than two
years since he had been in the

PGA, so he was able to pm:ticipate in the amateur tournament,
winning a trophy.
Formal Study
Philosophy, he says, has always
been his hobby, so it was inevitable that he sholld study it for·
malty. Finally he returned to
UNM in the fall of 1968 as a
graduate student in philosophy.
He is interested in Zen Buddhism and Eastern jhilosophy
now, "Eastern philosophy is more
concerned with the individual and
his problems, whereas Western
,philosophy tends to be analytic,
often becoming merely a mental
exercise rather than having any
practical applications at the personal level," said Pansegrau. He
said Western philosophy may degenerate into a game. 'My greatest dissappointment is that vir~
tually all of contemporary Western philosophy can only be compl·ehended by those who study it
formally," he said.
Story Teller
Pansegrau's favorite philos~
ophe:r is Plato, "the greatest phi~
losophel·, and a great sto~·y-teller,"
he said. "Plato may have been the

last great, and truly pra"tical
philosopher in the West."
Pansegrau said he is impressed
with the staff in the philosophy
department at UNM in their Pl'Ofessional competency, although he
said they are rather apathetic in
theh• relations with students. He
feels his fellow graduate . students in philosophy are of very
high caliber, and that they are
always well prepared and enthusiastic. "So the philosophy de~
partment here has a good future
in that regard,'' he said.

STUDENTS!!!
Downtown for a show
or shopping? Eat at.

rents tuxedos
COMPlETE OUTFIT $10/COAT & TROUSERS $6.50
FIRST & GOLD
DIAl 247-4347

New Mexico Legislature

Cuts Approved U Budget
About $107,000 worth of new
programs for the University's Institute of Social Research and
Development (ISRAD) we1·e cut
from the budget finally approved
last weekend by the New Mexico
Legislature, Sherman Smith, administrative vice president for
UN:M, told The Lobo.
Additionally, however, the legislature, at the last minute, cut
out another $78,000. Some $50,000

Huge Egg Hunt
Set by Greeks
Operation Easter Egg, a gigantic Easter Egg hunt, will be held
on Saturday, March 29, at 11 a.m.
at Roosevelt Park. One thousand
children are expected to attend.
The hunt is sponsored by Lambda Chi Alpha :fraternity and Delta
Gamma sorority at UNM and will
include 5000 eggs and 500 pounds
of candy donated by local merchants.
Children ft•om St. Anthony's
Orphanage, the All Faiths Home,
seven city Neighborhood Youth
Centers, and city children have
been invited to the feast. Several
clowns and TV personalities will
attend.
"Operation Easter Egg'' is an
attempt to bring to evczy child all
the :fun, happiness, and joy that is
centexed around a little thing ealled an easter egg," said Frank
Maez and Patty Jernigan, the
Easter Egg hunt co-chairmen.

of that went to set up a legislative investigation of the state's
universities. Lost entirely was
most of the ISRAD proposal and
the Bureau of Business Research
(BBR) now must operate on $50,000.
The BBR had an operating budget of $9:3,000 this year, Smith
said.
Crippled by the :funds cuts were
the Department of Government
Research and the Latin American
Research. There hnd been $13,500
and $15,000, respectively, for
them this year.
Smith said the original cuts to
these programs had not been political, merely attempts to get the
state's budget within the range of
t.he $225 million taJG package,

Charity Dance
sponsored by the pledge class
of Delta Sigma Pi

Saturday--March 29
Newman Center Ballroom
$1.00perpet'50n

8-11 p.m.

For the benefit of the New Mcxico]!.taille Society

~

Njw generation

of Night Cife
i1z J.tbuquerque

Where the Action Really Is!
ART
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Woodwind Recital
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on KUNM the next 5 days
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Club Asks Donations

. --

We have lowered our rates for faii'69Room and Boord from $95 per mc:mth
Look Us Over

He is of German, Italian,
American.Indian, Spanish, and
Welsh ancestry and, although he
has a varied background, he feels
that his life can be divided generally into two contrasting experience-phases which repeatedly l'ecur in time.
"Right now I would say that
I'm immersed completely in academic and inte1Jectual pursuits,
that is, the intellectual phase as
opposed to the physical," he said.
ln high school he was first man

Peter Steinfels, who viewed the
student revolt in. France last May
wlll speak on "Student Power in
the U.S. and France" on April 22
at 8 p.m. in Popejoy Hall.

For Vietnamese Children

Studying is
yours.
Cooking
•
ts ours.
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Graduate Student Has Interesting Life

meeting of all candidates in Union
Room 250 B·C. A list of instructions accompanying the official
petition fol'mS says election and
campaign information will be
posted by the Elections Committee on a bulletin board in the
second-floor Activiti.es Center of
the Union.
Petitions must be return!ld no
later than 5 p.m., April 2, say the
instructions.

Student Revolutions
Subject of Lecture
An editor who had a barricadelevel view of the student revolt
in France last May will speak on
Tuesday, April 22, at 8 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall.
Peter Steinfels, 27, the editor
of Commonweal :Magazine, wHl

I
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SUPPLIES
20% DISCOUNT
Shlvo Oib 'II. Water Colon!
8ru$hes - Car>vas
l'aneft- Stretched CanVas
Stretcher Bars & !Mte

LANGELVS

251 () Contr11l S.E.
Actoss From Johnson Gyin

4 8 50 M ENAU L N E

(2 blocks west of San Mateo)
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points in the Utah classroom a!most as fast as he pours in points
on the basketball court, heads the
Western Athletic Conference academic basketball all-conference
team announced yesterday by
commissioner Wiles Hallock.
Three other standout guardsRon Becker from New Mexico;
Roger Detter from Arizona State;
and Bob Wilson from Wyomingmade the team, which was rounded out by forward John Harbour
of Arizona.
To qualify for the team, a player had to earn at least a B average (3.00 based on a 4.00 scale)
for his entire career or the previous two semesters or three quarters, and had to make a contribution to his basketball team.
Newlin 4.0
Newlin, a 6-4 sophomore, has
logged a 3.65 grade point average

the last two quarters has earned accurate shooter, he hit 52.4 per
a perfect 4.00 average,
cent of his field goal attempts and
And, Newlin was the most out- 81.1 per cent of his f1•ee throw
standing basketball player in the tries in conference play.
WAC last season.
A starter on the Sun Devil
He won the conference scoring squad, Detter averaged 13.8 points
championship with a 24.2 point a game. He also is a member of
average, second best in WAC his- . the A-State baseball team, rated
tory,for a sophomore. He was also fourth in the nation in the latest
the best foul shooter in the league COLLEGIATE BASEBALL poll.
with a dandy 8.2 per cent, and
Detter's 3.30 average was made
picked up 8.9 l'ebounds a game in liberal arts.
despite playing on the outside.
Wilson in Background
Becker, a scrambling junior
Wils~;~n, son of a Denver High
from Roswell, is on the select school principal, was cast in the
squad for the second year in a background by Wyoming's fearrow. Becker was also one of the :some duo of Harry Hall and Carl
league's best free shooters, with Ashley, but got the job, like Bec77.1 per cent of his free tosses leer, of defending the opponents'
rimming in.
top scorer in each game.
Beck Good on D
A senior, he logged a 3.18 grade
He averaged 11.3 points in con- point . in education. Sophomore
f e r en c e play, but his great br?ther Roy earned a 3.48 grade
strength on the court was defense, pomt average for the Cowboys.
as he got the assignment of guardHarbour, a reserve forward,
ing opponent's top threat in each scored nine points or more in five
game. One of his season highlights of Arizona's ten conference games
came in the Wyoming game, that and provided -senior maturity to
he won after time was out with Arizona's youthful team, which
two pressure free throws. Becker led the league most of the season
Mc1kers ·of Hand Made
accumulated a 3,10 grade point in and finished 17-10 for the year.
Indian Jewelry
history.
He earned a 3.16 grade point
OLD TOWN
Detter landed on the squad for in education.
Nine other players, all reserves,
won
honorable mention for their
training .•. you can
If you want to Why not Cutco?
feats of earning at least a B grade
Many students are actually earn while
while competing on their School's
demonstrate ••• getting paid for
you learn. For com·
basketball team.
their spare time...
plete details, write
Honorable mention: Robert
making $50 or
or call :R. Ferguson
Davis, Chris Dowling, Jon Dresser, and Jim Miller, BYU; James
more a week.
800 Palomas Dr .SE
Van Coevering, Arizona; Ken
You operate on a Albuq. ,N .M. 87108
Otteni, UNM; Riggs Roberts,
flexible schedule Phone:
268-8163
Utah; Bill Lazzeri and Roy Wilthat will not conflict Cutco is a division
son, Wyoming.

with your study
time. If you have
use of a car, we can
offer on-the-job

of Wear-Ever
Aluminum, Inc.
An equal opportunity company.

WEAR·EVER

tUISIDlAJt.Y 011'

f.ilALCCA.

SEMESTER II, 1968-69

MAY 29-JUNE 4, 1969

Individual students finding conflicts in this examination schedule'must notify iustructorn concerned before
May 22. Any student having more than three examinations scheduled In any one day may notify the instructor of the last examination listed. If notified before May 22, the in•tructor shull make arrangements
to give a special examination. Conflicts arising as a result of scheduling out of the normal hour-patterns
or dayo~~equencm mlll!t be resolved b:r the Instructor of the off-pattern courses. A faculty member who
wishes to change the examination time of a course must fJl'St secure the approval of his Dean who will then
submit !ormall'equest to the Registrar.

l
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Reference is made to first Lecture Meeting of Class in Week*
Examination Day
Class Hour
THURSDAY, MAY 29
8:30AM
MorWorF
7:30, 8:00 AM
TorTh
1:30, 2:00 PM
TorTh
Mon (Evening)
6:30, 7:00 PM
FRIDAY, MAY 30
9:30AM
MorWorF
9:00, 9:30 AM
TorTh
12:30 PM
MorWorF
6:00, 6:30, 7:00 PM
Tue (evening)
SATURDAY, MAY 31
10:30 AM
MorWorF
Saturday Only
(all sections)
MONDAY, JUNE 2
MorWorF
11:30 AM
To:rTh
10:30, 11 :00 AM
MorWorF
1:30PM
Mon (evening)
8:00PM
Wed (evening)
6:30, 7:00 PM
TUESDAY, JUNE 3
MorWorF
7:30AM
TorTh
12:00, 12:30 PM
MorWorF
2:30PM
MorWorF
4:30PM
Tue (evening)
8:00PM
Thur (evening)
6:30, 7:00 PM
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4
TorTh
3:00, 3:30 PM
MorWorF
3:30PM
4:30PM
TorTh

7:30-9:3() AM
10:00-12:00 M

SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS
THURSDAY, MAY 29
PSYCH. 102 (A:(...L SECTIONS)
FRlDAY, MAY 30
OHEM. 101, 102, 303, 304, 310 (ALL SECTIONS)
SATURDAY, MAY 31
Modern and Classical Languages (All Sections
of courses numbered below 300-time li.nd
place to be announced by the instructor)
MONDAY, J.UNE 2
C.E. 202, 302 (ALL SECTIONS)
M.E. 206 (ALL SECTIONS)
MUS. ED. 294 (ALL SECTIONS)
·.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4
SOC.102 (A1..L SECTlONS)

-..,__
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Meet The Chaparrals
Judi Nickerson, newly elected
assistant head Chaparral, is busy
this week trying out girls interested in being on the UNM pep squad
for next year.
Judi, along with re-elected head
Carla Dunlap, will be among the

THE

c-a-ARQE
OF1•B&

LIGHT

BIIIGADE
ATONY RIOJARlJSON FILM

judges selecting the eight regulars
and five alternates in the final
judging period, which will be this
Friday, March 28, at 7:0(} p.m. in
Johnson Gym. The judging will be
open to the public.
Friday's event will culminate a
two-week Chaparral Clinic conducted in order to instruct the· 60plus Chaparral candidates in the
art of Chaparralling. The field
was narrowed down to 80 finalists
in preliminary judging last night.
Miss Nickerson, a junior from
Farmington majoring in physical
education, is a transfer from
Pasadena City College in California. She is a member of Chi
Omega sorority, the PEMM club,
and the Union program directorate.
.
Judi, who in 1967 added spice to
football halftimes as a twirler for
the UNM marching band, worked
last summer for the Albuquerque
Parks and Recreation Service.
She enjoys syncronized swimming, gymnastics, contemporary
dancing, and travelling in her
spare time.

Roast Camel Snack
(UPI)-The largest single dish
is stuffed roast camel sometimes
served at Bedouin weddings.
Cooked eggs are ·stuffed in cooked
fish, which are stuffed in cooked
chickens, then placed in a roast
sheep, and finaily stuffed into a
whole camel.

10:00-12:00 M
1:00-3:00 PM
3:30-5:30 PM

PANAVISION 8 COLOR by Dtluxe
~

Un1ted llrt1sis

The Whisperers,
who are thoy?

1 :00-3:00 PM
3:30-5:30 PM

BRYAN.
FORBES'
. Production of

1:00-3:00 PM
and
3:30-5:30 PM

7:80-9:80 AM

Lobo second baseman Jim Johnson streaks for home as the catcher
gropes for the ball. UNM downed CSC 8-1 yesterday to put its season
mark at 15-1.

of UNM footballers, downed a
gritty bunch called We Five, 45-43
in two overtimes, to advance to the
finals in the Independent league.
The Bum Five zapped Law School,
60-40, to gain the right to face the
Hornets in the finals tomorrow
night.
Meanwhile, in the Fraternity
league, Pi Kappa Alpha and Alpha Tau Omega advanced to the
finals, which will be played Friday
afternoon.

Fried Chicken Special

Lobos Win Once Again

7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
1:00-3:00 PM
3 :30-5 :30 PM
6 :30-8 :30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM

3:30-5:30 PM
8 :30-5 :30 PM
3:80-5:80 PM

Tewa team No.1 took the Dormitory League intramu1·al basketball title an.d four teams advanced
to the finals in the Independent
and Fraternity leagues, in basketball action last night in Johnson
Gym.
Tewa downed Yaqui by a score
of 32-24, after advancing to the
finals by downing Mescale~·o "A"
on Tuesday. Mescalero downed
Pueblo "A", 57-31, in the consolation game.
The Hornets, a team composed

V.J;uo•·"

7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
1:00-3:00 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM

• In contblned L<icture-Laborator:r courne, reference is made to the first lecture section. Examinations In
laboratorY coul'l!cs may be given during the last week of cl8a•es prcccedlng the examination week or during
examination week at tHe time provided In the schedule.

Five T earns Advance
In Intramural Action

Loose Ball

A11000FAU.FILII

7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
1:00-3:00 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
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COUNTRY BARN

Examination Time
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
3:30-5:30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Editor:
John
Moser

Publicify Advisor
Susi Knight has been named
publicity advisor to student government following the resignation
of Pat Trujillo. She may be contacted during the day by any
person needing help with publicity (277-4993).

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

lI

Thursday, March 27, 1969
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Becker Repeats on Select List
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NOW PLAYING
$tunntng111 N.Y. Times
"Magntfl"nt'' Ufe
"Bold, feroc1ousl 11 Saturday Review
11

UTHE
WHISPERERS"
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By JOHN MOSER
UNM got to starting Colorado
State College hurler Daryl Brumley for four runs in the fourth
inning, then coasted in for its
12th straight win and 15th
against one loss this season by a
sc.ore of 8-1 yesterday at Lobo
Field.
Singles by Glen Schawel, John
Campbell, Kenny Johnson, and
Bob Faford sparked the big
fourth inning rally for the 'Pack.
Faford, the leading hitter on
the squad (with more than 40 atbats), led the Lobo batting attack
with three singles in four trips
and drove in three runs. Faford
came up with the big hit every
time he batted with men on base.
Lobos Stay Busy
The Lobos continue with their
bus i e r-than-believable schedule
(they've played 13 games in tl1e
last 13 days) with four games in
the next three days-single contests with Illinois University tomorrow and Friday, and a Saturday split double header with Colorado State University and Illinois.
The Thursday and Friday tilts
start at 3:00 p.m. at Lobo Field.
Lefthander Jdilh Campbell picked up his third win of the season
against no losses Wednesday, going eight full innings and allow-

2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLY49c

ing only four hits and a single third, when left fielder Budgie
run.
Hamilton singled home Fengler
Campbell walked four and from second base. Fengler had
struck out four in his mound singled and went to second on a
stint.
wild pitch by campbell.
Eat in our large dining room or take it home
The Lobos added two runs in the
In addition to Faford, the Lobos
sixth, when Faford singled home were paced at the plate by two hits
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
Campbell with a lash to right field. apiece from Kenny Johnson and
Centerfielder Joe Daniels then first baseman Jim Palmer.
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
scored when a throw from Bear
K. Johnson, despite going two
catcher Wayne Cowell flew past for five, saw his batting average
Don't Forget
unsuspecting second sacker Daryl dip 43 points. Before wednesday's
Fengler, in an attempt to nail game, he was hitting .5 88 (lO for
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25
Faford at second.
17), but now has to face life with
The lone Bear run came in the a .545 clip (12 for 22).
_ _.:....:._.:..___::....::.=::...:..::::..=:::.:..:.:::...::.::::__::::....:.:::..:::.~~~~~~.:_----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

• WINROCK
• NOB HILL

" TA KE FI VE''........... .
with FRANK CODY

Baseball Box
COLORADO STATE COLLEGE
nhl'hbl
Daryl Fengler, 2b
5
1
1
0
Dan Enewold, lb
4
0
1
0
Budgie Hamilton, If
4
0
1
1
Pat Moman, rf
4
o 1 0
Mickey Mizner, 3b
3
0
0
0
Bob Cooper, cf
3
0
0
0
Dan Hilton, ss
3
0
0
0
Wo:vne Cowell, c
3
0
0
0
Dnr:rl Brumley, p
2
0
0
o
Bob Rickett~, p
0
0
0
0
Tom Severtson, ph
1
0
1
o
Totals
29
1
5
1
NEW MEXICO
ob
r
h
bi
5
2
2
o
Ken Johnson, If
Joe Daniels, cf
2
1
0
0
Bob Fn!ord, :rf
4
0
8
S
Jim Johnson, ss
4
0
1
1
Jim Palmer, 1b
4
1
2
0
Craig Guest, 3b
3
0
0
0
Glen Schnwel, 2b
4
1
1
0
Bernie Boehmer, c
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
Steve Barnhill, ph
Jim Surber, c
o
o
o
0
John Campbell, p
3
2
1
1
George RUth, ph
1
0
0
0
Chcwle Annondarez, p 0
0
0
0
Totnls
88
8 10
6

esc

KDEF 1150

THURSDAY 7 P.M.

5 Minutes
of News.
Views
and
Interviews
with The
University
Crowd.

oo1 ooo oon-1 5 4

UNM
100 402 10x-8 10 1
. \'(Inning pltcher-Cnmpbell (8-0): loslnrr
Pitcher-Brumley.

Roberson Signs
~vo-time All-State guard Owen
Roberson of Albuquerque Academy has signed a football letterof-intent with the University of
New Mexico.
Coach Rudy Feldman said that
he feels that Roberson is a. fine
addition to the New Mexico freshman roster for 1969. The signing
raises the total to 11 in-state
signees •
Roberson is also the 165 pound
state wrestling champion with a
perfect 22-0 :record.

PRESENTED BY

STROMBERGS
TREND SHOPS

A S~I'IIMII Ptodudion

tR

S.U.B. Thealta 50~'

Delta Sigma Pi
invites everyone.to

I.D. Required

their charity dance

I'ICTtiR£S CORPOJUTION

Friday 7 & 10

eWINROCK
•NOB HILL

Ne;·Mexico Braille Society
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Campus
Briefs
Research Day
Dr. Louis Rosen of Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory will be the
keynote speaker Saturday, March
29, at the second annual Student
Research Day program at the
UNM School of Medicine.
Ro::;en will discuss "The Meson
and Biomedical Research" during
a public session at 11:15 a.m. in
room 303 of the Basic Medical
Sciences building.
The annual research day is
sponsored by the New Mexico
chapter of the Student American
Medical Association. All sessions
are open to the public.

Ski Fling
Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity
will sponsor a "Ski Fling," Saturday, March 29 at 11 a.m. at the
Sandia Peak Ski Area. Entry fee
is $7.50 per team, and only Greeks
may participate.
A giant slalom and races will
be included in the activities. Two
teams from each sorority and fraternity may enter. Traveling trophies for the top fraternity and
sorority will be presented at the
Greek Week banquet.

"Volpone" Stage
The stage set for Volpone, the
third :major production of UNM's
Rodey Theatre, consists of a system of levels and screens which
were designed by Skip Schulte
and built by his classes in stagecraft and technical production.
The screens, when arranged
and rearranged on the set, represent different locales within the
story and only the necessary furniture pieces are added to create
the illusion of each setting.

I

i

~

Arrest Cards
The UNM Student Chapter of
the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) Tuesday evening
discussed the rights of people
arrested.
Arrest cards, stating rights of
arrested people, are being printed

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 'lc per word, 20 word m!nl·
mum (11.40) Per time run. :U ad Is to
ran llve or more ~cmsec:utive dan with
no changes the rate Ia roduced to Gc
per word ad the. minimum number of
worde to 10.

TERMS: PIIJDient must be made In

full prior to fruoertlon of advertlsemmt.

WHERE: .Tournalfsm Bulldin~t. :Room
169, afternoono preferably or maiL
ClaaeiJled Advertialnll
UN!!: P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.H. 87106

3)

SERVICES

TYPING: Theses, tam papem, etc. 2688908. 600 A Kentuck7 SE.
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FOR RENT

UNM

STUDENTS- WE'D LIKE TO

by the ACLU. They will be distributed following the next meeting in two weeks.
The dormitory advisors rule
book was also discussed.
Ray Crain, a math teaching assistant, said, "We are skeptical of
the legality of advisors to search
rooms, as the rule book states."
Crain also said the student
chapter of the ACLU "might have
to act only as a pressure group if
we find it is legal" to search
rooms.

New Cinema IV
"Barrier," a Polish film which
won the grand prize at the 1966
Bergamo Festival, will be the
feature of the New Cinema IV
program April 21, at 7:30 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall.
"Barrier" is about a medical
student who attempts to break
away from the values of the older
generation. It displays director
Jerzy Skolimowski's creativity
and illustrates the independent
thinking of the new generation of
film-makers.
In addition to the Bergamo
grand prize, the film was a prizewinning entry in the 1966 London
Festival and the 1967 New York
Festival.
Shown with "Barrier" will be
"Machine" (Germany, 1966), "Allegro rna Troppo" (France, 1962)
and "Texas Romance" (US 1965).
The American film on the program, "Texas Romance," is by
Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt,
writers of the long-running offBroadway play, The Fantasticks,
and the hit musical, I Do, I Do.

English Lecturer
Dr. Harvena Richter will join
the UNM English faculty as a
~-time lecturer in September.
Her novel, The Human Shore,
was published in 1959, and a second novel is nearing completion.
She published poetry, stories, articles, and reviews in the New
Yorker, Atlantic, New Mexico
Quarterly, and other magazines.
Dr. Richter received her B.A.
from UNM when she was 19, and
recevied her M.A. and Ph.D. from
New York University.

Thunderbird Prizes
The Thunderbird, UNM literary
magazine, has announced the winners of their contest.
Michele Bourque won a prize
for her etching, and Thomas Miller won a prize for his poem1
"Brother John."
Both won prizes of $25.

Historical Movie
Coming to UNM

The experimental film, "The
Persecution and Assassination of
PAMPER YOU! Modern IIC<:OlXIl>lodaJean-Paul Marat as Performed by
tlona within walking distance from
campus. 243-2881.
the Inmates of the Asylum of
Charenton Under the Direetion of
5)
FOR SALE
the Marquis de Sadej' will be
SCHWINN 10-SPEED. New. $65. Crash
shown Tuesday, April 15 at 7:30
Helmet, medium, $15. 263-8418.
p.m.
in Popejoy Hall.
GARAGE BALE-308 Cornell SE. Univer•
sity books, records, tapelj, odds & ends, ·
The film is a drama derived from
after 3 :80 Saturday, Monday 9·12, Sunthe killing of the extremist leadday 1-5.
er
of the French Revolution, Jean1967 KAWASAKI 250. New, only 4,700
Paul Marat. The killing forms the
miles. Complete with helmet nnd visor,
$425. can Valley Pool after 4 p.m., 346•
basic plot of the film, which also
0321.
presents a number of controver4 BEDROOM HOUSE; 11/10 mile from
sial ideas .
UNM. Call 277-2841: 3-G or 24'1·8363:
5:30.7:80.
In the early 19th century, PariCLASSICAL GlYITAR, Go:va G-10, llrlce . sians attended theatrical per.about f85, Call 242-8386.
formances given by the inma~es
DEdORATE YOUR ROOM with beautiful
of Charenton as mental therapy.
long hair goa!Bldns or abeepsldns. White,
The Marquis de Sade was made
red, brown, blue, greer~, belge, pul'])le,
orange, nnd gold. $1G each. Freed 107
director of these plays.
1st. NW.
The film presents the clash beSIAMESE KITTENS . !or sale or trade.
tween the two historical extrem842-8021.
ists: Marat, representing social
7000 BOOKS. 25 eent.. up. MaP•· Tuesi!ay:
reform and revolutionary upheavSunday 10-4. 3110 A Edith NE.
al, and de Sade, an exponent of
6)
EMPLOYMENT
pessimistic individualism and anBABY SITrER NEEDED Your home, Unl•
archic gratification in a merciless
· vers!ty area. 8-9 . a.m.; 3-5 p.m. Call
world.
Barbara, dan 277·6320; eves. 242-9862.
'1)
MISCELLANEOUS

Calling U
· Thursday, March 27
Experimental films by Professor Dya Bo~
1otowsky; ''Sand Creek,',_ "Waking Dream/'
"Subways:u Johnson Gallery; 8 p,m.
. Gr.udute colloquium; ~'The Spectral nepresentation Theorem For Weakly Stationary
Stoebastic Processes and Some of its Appli·
cations in Time Series Analysis." Dr. L. H.
Koopma,ns: Mitchell Hall 211, 3:30 p.m.
Speaker; Tom Robles in n sociology class;
Education Room 204; noon.
Frl!lay, March 26
Poetry reading; James Bradford, Douglas
Flaherty, end David Till: Kiva; 8:15 p.m.
Business meeting, Phi Sigma biology
honomry; Biology Room 139; 7 p.m.;
Topics: election -of members 1 field trip to
D. H. Lav.'l'ence ra,:nch, and dues.
uvolpone;'" dra,mn department; Rodey
theatre; 8 :30 p.m.; $1.50 regular admission,
$1 for students.
Saturday, March 29
Broadway theater series, t 4Biack Comedy''
and .. White Liars, Popejoy Hall; 8:15
p.m.; $3.50·$5.00.
Phi Sigma Kappa ski HID!l'i Sandia Peak
Ski Area: 11 a.m.
uoperation Easter Egg;,. Lambda Chi
Alpha and Delta Gamma: Roosevelt Park;
11 a.m.; all childl'Ell under 18 invited.
theatre: 8 :30 p.m.; $1,50 regular admission,
'"Volpone;" drama department; Rodey
theatre; 8 :30 p.m.; $1.50 regular admission,
$1 for students,
Sunday, March 30
Woodwind recital; William E. Rhoads,
James Thornton, Frank Bowen; Recit&l
Hall; 8 :15 p.m.: adults $1, students free.
Faculty recital of chamber music for
wind instruments: Recital Hall; 8:15 p.m.;
admission $1, students free.
uvolpone;" 8:30 p.m.: Rodcy Theatre.
Monday, March 31
Lecture, uAicoholism in the Nervous
System: .. Dr. Charles Poser; Veterans Ad..
ministration Hospital room 1084; 1 p.m.
"Confrontation - 1969" speakers series,
1
• N ew
Technology and the Arts:" Milton
Howard: Art Museum, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, April 1
Lecture, ulnfections of the Nervous S?S ..
tcm;" Dr. Charles Poser; Bernalillo County
Medical Center classrooms C-D; 1 p.m.
Lecture,_ "Geographical Aspects of Neu ..
rology;,. Dr.. Charles Poser; Medical basic
science; building room 201;: 4-:30 p.m.
Meeting of Zimmerman Library Motor..
cycle and Timing Association: Union North
ballroom lotmge; 7:30 p.m.; to finalize plans
!or Grand Canyon motorcycle run.
Second organizational meeting, UNM.
Student Veterans' Association: Union room
231-E; 7 :30 p.m.
P I a c em en t Interviews: SierTn Vista
(Arizona) public schools: Fort Wingate
Public schools; Santo. Fe public schools:
Placement Center.
·
Opera, "The Old Mnld and the Thiel,"
Recital Hall; 8:30 p.m.; $1 for adults; 50
cents for students.
San Francisco Mime Troupe: NationalInternational Affairs Commit"teei Popejoy
Hall 8:15p.m.: tickets at Riedllngs, Record
Rondezvous, UNM Box: Office, or phone 2424602.
Wednesday, Aprll2
Op~rn, "The Old Maid and the Thief,"
Recito.l Hall, 8:30 p.m.; $1 for ndults, students 50 cents .•
Thursday, April 3
Meeting of UNM Conversation Roundtable: Union 231 A nnd B; noon.
W cdnesdoy, Avril 8
Bauhaus exhibition; Art Mtisewn.
Monday, April 13
Spring Musicale; Sigma Alpha Iota:
Recital Hall: 4 p.m.
Monday, April 14
Placement interviews; San Jose, Call·
fomia unified school district; Placement

Thursday, April 17
Placement interviews: Inglewood, California unified school ~istriet. and unified
school distriet No. 1, Racine, Wisconsin;
Placement Center.
La Societe du Cinema: J'Ma.n of Aranu;
Union ballroom; 7 P~m.; '15 cents or by
subscription.
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By SARAH LAIDLAW
An ad hoc faculty meeting that
granted voting rights to teaching
and graduate assistants, too, voted 224-48 last night to ask University President Ferrel Heady to
rei n s t a t e English department
teaching assistants Lionel Williams and Kenneth Pollack.
An attempt to vote "no confidence" in Heady failed.
The request reads: "We move
that this body request the immediate reinstatement of Lionel
Williams and Kenneth Pollack
pending the bringing of charges
and the resolution of a hearing
against them."
No Comment-Heady
Heady refused last night to
comment on the measure.
Pollack and Williams were susP end e d Wednesday night by
Heady, five days after complaints
about t~"itz miEl~dly obscene
classroom materials were made
public by State Senator Harold
Runnels in Santa Fe.
Although both Heady and Academic Vice President Chester
Travelstead were invited to attend the meeting, only Travelstead was present.
Discussion Inappropriate
"We decided independently not
to engage in discussion,". Travelstead told the meeting. "It is inappropriate, since it would be prejudicial to speak."

The PRODUCING MANAGERS COMPANY
"P.. &Kn'tS.

THE FUN BEGINS WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUT

Center.

SATURDAY, MARCH 29-8:15 P.M.
Tickets Available-$5.00, $4.50, $4.00, $3.50
UNM Students w/Act. Cards-% PRICE
Telephone 277-3121

PJaecment interviews: Window Rock
school district No. 8, Fort Defiance, Arizona. and Tulare, California city school

II

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent
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, WANTED: Furnished house to rent; visiting f~nlt:v member, Jnne 1969 to Aug,
1970. Desire 3-~ hd., near good schools,
trans~ to uNM.. Contact M. Prinz, 986
Cr.,ton Rd.; Berkeley, Cal. (415) 625·
0698.
.
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SEE 'l'HE SAN FRANCISCO MIME
TROUPE. Oble award wlmiers for ••unitIng .theatre and revolution and gr.::oving
in the park," here APril first.
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Faculty Suspensions
English department chairman Professor Joseph Frank and Associate Professor Roy Pickett, director of the freshman English
program, were suspended yesterday afternoon from their administrative posts after they refused to replace suspended teaching
assistants Kenneth Pollack and Lionel Williams.
New Chairman
UNM President Ferrel Heady appointed Professor Hoyt Trowbridge acting chairman of the department. Trowbridge, retiring
Dean of Arts and Sciences, announced recently his resignation of
that post to return to teaching. He was chairman of the department
before his appointment as Deal\ six years ago.
Frank was suspended by Heady and Pickett was suspended later
Thursday by Trowbridge.
Poor Judgement
Frank told The Lobo he thought Heady "made a mistake in
judgement, and he thinks I have. I hope we're still friends.''
He said, "Heady susp~nded Williams against my written and
verbal advice. I want. to make clear that my academic freedom
is in no way violated. The chairmanship is an administrative appointment, and it can be terminated at any moment by the higher
administration. I will continue here as a professor." ·
Pickett Doubts Fairness
Pickett said. he does not feel Williams will get a fair hearing.
"Heady has changed his mind too many times," h~ said. "Lionel is
entitled to a hearing the same as a professor with tenure.''

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

'

Law Professor Leo Kanowitz,
who is acting as academic counsel
for Williams and Pollack, said
there had been some dispute over
the American Association of University Professors' ruling on hearings for teaching and graduate
assistants.
Status Unclear
"The AAUP is not sure if they
(Williams and Pollack) are regular members of the faculty,"
Kanowitz. said.
Assistant Professor James
Thorson, president of the UNM
chapter of the AAUP, said the
national AAUP had suggested
that UNM's case might establish
a precedent for the nation.
Kanowitz spoke against the attempt to vote "no confidence.'' He
said the faculty should allow
Heady to act on the motion requesting reinstatemne;t. "If he
doesn't act on the motion, we
have grounds to ask for his resignation," he said.
Motion Defeated
The vote failed, following debate about Heady's interpretation
of the AAUP ruling and the interpretations of other faculty
members. Heady had interpreted
the ruling to mean a teaching assistant should be suspended pending investigation and filing of
charges, some charged. Other
faculty members, including Kanowitz, interpreted the rulings to

Frank, Pickett Relieved of Duties
NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale
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Ad Hoc Meeting Discusses
Meaning of AAUP Rulings

and the Cultural Program Committee

Tu~day, Avrl!lo
Film, "The Persecution and Assassination
of .Tean·Paul Marat as Performed by the
Inmates of the Asylum of Charenton Under
the Direction of the MarQuis de Sade;u
Popejoy Hall: 7 :30 p.m.

-

Faculty Requests Reinsf~~e nt

..

"The Changing Ear: Contemporary
Noise and New Sounds.. lecture by Donald
Robb for Friends of Art.

"

•• Announcements by the UNM community win be
accepted at The Lobo office. A 24-hour d""dlinc is in
effect.

district: l'Incement Center.
UNM Chamber Orchestra; Recital Hall,.
8:15 p,m,
Wednesday, Aprill6
Lecture~ ••The Fourth Force in Nature;"
Dr. Robert E. Marshak; Holiday Inn, 2020
Menaul NE: 8 p.m.
A Capella Choir; Recital Hall, 8:15 p,m.

),
¥
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Thursday, March 27,1969

mean a teaching assistant should
not be suspended unless he would
cause hax-m to himself or others
through his continued presence
in the classroom.
(However, Heady told The
Lobo Wednesday night he thought
Williams and Pollack would be
harmful to their students if they
were permitted to remain in the
classroom).
The graduate and teaching assistants decided in a meeting following the faculty meetings not
to go out on strike today. They
had voted by an "overwhelming
majority" at a meeting earlier in
the evening to walk out today,
said Bill Orzen, a sociology graduate assistant.

-; ''i-,;-t

Lobo Photo by .Tohn F. Cullinan

Trave/stead-Frank

Academic
Vice President
Chester Travelstead, left, and .
suspended chairman of the En- ·"
glish department Joseph Frank
ll!~llended last nig'ht's ad hoc
faculty meeting.

Student Senate Damns
Administration's Actions

·'

Dines Issues Statement; Teach-In Planned
By SUSAN SMITH
A resolution condemning the suspensions of
teaching assistants Lionel Williams and Kenneth
Pollack and requesting their immediate reinstatement passed 12-3 in a special Senate meeting last
night.
Teach-In Tonight
Earlier in the day Brian Gatton, a senior in
history, announced that there would be a 24 hour
teach-in in the Union tonight at 7 p.m.
The announcement came at a meeting of 600
students, graduate assistants, teaching assistants,
and faculty members in the Union Ballroom.
The Senate resolution, sponsored by Xen Gibson, asked for reinstatement pending results of
a hearing by the faculty's Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee.
A copy of the measure was signed by ASUNM
President James Dines last night and delivered by
Dines to UNM President Heady.
In remarks to Senate last night Dines stressed
the importance of rational action in the crisis. In
a signed statement submitted to The Lobo early
this morning, Dines and ASUNM Vice President
Ron Curry said:
Academic Freedom Infringed
"As representatives of the student body, we feel
that the right of academic freedom has been
greatly infringed upon by the recent actions taken
by President Ferrel Heady.
"Such an infringement cannot and will not be
ignored. We request the immediate reinstatement
of the suspended teaching assistants, Williams
and Pollack, pending the bringing and hearing
of charges against them.
"This request is taken from the resolution

adopted last night by the interested faculty members who attended a meeting in the Union Ball- h
room. Also, we are in support of a similar resolution pallsed last night by the Student Senate.
"Not only has academic freedom been challenged but also the future of student government
has been challenged. This challenge will not be
ignored.
"During our terms of office we have demonstrated good faith toward Heady and his administration; it is our most sincere wish that he reciprocate by accepting the above request.
Rational Approach
"We ask that the student body not give the
opposing factions issues which currently do not
exist. There is much work to be done and let us
not je!lpardize progress in this work by needless
confrontation.''
Senator Doug MacCurdy told members {)f Senate that students in Williams' English class have
signed a petition and plan to boycott. the class
until be is reinstated.
Responding to a proposed all-night teach-in in --r;
the Union tonight, Senate passed an act asking
that the Union be kept open all night as an indication of support for the teach-in.
Senate Announcements
Curry told the Senators that the University of
Texas at El Paso is considering a resolution similar to the one passed last week by Senate calling
for severance of all relations with Brigham Young
University (BYU).
Senator Calvani announced he plans ro bring
charges against Heady today at 2:30 p.m. in an
open meeting of Student Affairs Committee in
Rm 139-C of the Union.

Class Members To Boycott Replacement

Students Sign Petition Supporting William~

By BILL SCHNEIDER
Students in Lionel Williams' English
102 classes signed last night a petition
supporting Williams and stating that he
is the only teacher they will accept for
the class. The petition was signed at the
regularly scheduled meeting of the class.
Signed by 41 students, the petition
reads:
Promise Boycott
''We the undersigned members of Lionel
Williams' English 102 class intend to boycott the class until such time as Lionel
Williams is returned to active teaching." .
A member of the class charged last

night that The Albuquerque Journal, The
Albuquerque Tribune, and KDEF (a radio
station) were prosecutiug Williams "on
the front page.''
Media Blasted
Juanita Tucker, a regular class member,
said, "The Journal, The Tribune, and Jim
Hinton (KDEF news director), should be
charged with misrepresentation and slander.''
She spoke to her classmates in the Fine
Arts Center classroom used Tuesdays and
'l'hursdays by Williams' section. Neither
Williams, nor any other member of the
English department faculty was there.

About 60 students attended.
Miss Tucker said she had called The
JollJ.'IIal to complain about the printing of
Williams' address in that paper. She said,
"they did this because they knew he'd be
harassed.''
"Get That Dude"
She said, "Heady knuckled under because he knew he'd lose his job if he
didn't."
Miss Tucker said that Hinton had attempted to make an issue of Williams'
race on his commentary broadcasts, ''because Hinton knew that when the Birchers and Wallace-ites found out that Williams was black they would say, 'We're

gonna get that dude.'"
There is no hope of saving either Pollack or Williams, Miss Tucker said, "because the newspapers have already found
them guilty.''
Hinton Meets Williams
Another student, David Levine, described a meeting between Hinton and Williams at the end of Williams' class Tuesday. Levine said Hinton shook Williams'
hand and said to him, "You know, I wish
we'd had courses like this back when I was
in school.'' Hinton had attended on an invitation from several class members.
"Then Hinton went back on the air and
poured it on Williams," Levine said.
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